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BLITZ THROTTLE CONTROLLER ＦＵＬＬＡＵＴＯ ＰＬＵＳ 
 
【Feature】 
・More compact body than previous Full Auto Pro Model. 
・The hybrid car used the only data analyzed in own setting. 
・New function “High Sports”, “Eco Auto” and “Custom Auto” etc can be set upon drivers preference by 23 mode. 
・In addition to the existing accelaration bar graph, screen can now be viewed in digital format too. 
・Purchasing the optional Scrambled switch not only can be used as a Scramble mode, can also enable Scrambling time  
 from 30 sec to 150 sec by cutting to every 30 secs manually.    
・Opening the throttle can display peak and warming mode, so it can be used for eco driving. 
・”Reverse cancel harness” is now standard from the optional item as previous model. 
・Simple plug-in installation is same as previous model. Some applications share the same connector/wires. 
・It sets to “Constantly ON”, the throttle controller activates automatically every time the ignition switch is turned ON. 
 

Product Information 

Product Name  MSRP w/tax   MSRP  Code No. JAN Code 

THROTTLE CONTROLLER PLUS 001S-BA1  
 
 
 
 
 

\42,000 

 
 
 
 
 
 
\40,000  

14765 4959094147657 

THROTTLE CONTROLLER PLUS 001S-BB1 14766 4959094147664 

THROTTLE CONTROLLER PLUS 001S-BB2 14767 4959094147671 

THROTTLE CONTROLLER PLUS 001S-BC1 14768 4959094147688 

THROTTLE CONTROLLER PLUS 001S-BC2 14769 4959094147695 

THROTTLE CONTROLLER PLUS 001S-BC3 14770 4959094147701 

THROTTLE CONTROLLER PLUS 001S-BC4 14771 4959094147718 

THROTTLE CONTROLLER PLUS 001S-BF1 14772 4959094147725 

THROTTLE CONTROLLER PLUS 001S-BF2 14773 4959094147732 

THROTTLE CONTROLLER PLUS 001S-BG1 14774 4959094147749 

THROTTLE CONTROLLER PLUS 001S-BJ1 14775 4959094147756 

THROTTLE CONTROLLER PLUS 001S-BP1 14776 4959094147763 

THROTTLE CONTROLLER PLUS 001S-BQ1 \52,500 \50,000  14777 4959094147770 

THROTTLE CONTROLLER PLUS 001S-BS1  
 
 

\42,000 

 
 
 
\40,000  

14778 4959094147787 

THROTTLE CONTROLLER PLUS 001S-BG2 14779 4959094147794 

THROTTLE CONTROLLER PLUS 002S-BC1_HYBRID 14780 4959094147800 

THROTTLE CONTROLLER PLUS 002S-BG1_HYBRID 14781 4959094147817 

THROTTLE CONTROLLER PLUS 002S-BP1_HYBRID 14782 4959094147824 

THROTTLE CONTROLLER PLUS 002S-BG2_HYBRID 14783 4959094147831 

Scramble Switch ※1 2,650 \2,500  14878 4959094148784  

 

※1 Scramble switch for scramble mode is optional part. 
If the switch is not installed, scramble mode is not available, but additional features will function normally. 

※This product is not change the vehicle’s hose power. 
※This product can be used for only the vehicle with electronically controlled throttle. 
 

 



 

 

●Regular Model 

New eco-drive mode is tuned from previous auto 

mode. Eco-mode based on the variable rate to fit 

driving conditions automatically. Two mode can be 

chosen with different characteristics.

New Mode

New sport driving mode is turned from previous auto 

mode Based Sport mode based on the variable rate 

to fit driving condition automatically. Five mode can 

be chosen with different characteristics.

ECO AUTO MODE （2 Mode） SPORTS AUTO MODE (5Mode）

HIGH SPORTS MODE （3Mode） CUSTOM  AUTO MODE (2Mode）

Standard Mode

Focused rapid response mode aiming more than sport 

mode throttle response. Rather slow response like 

genuine, linear acceleration inputs to provide.

Ratio changes automatically according to driving 

conditions “Auto mode” to become the new mode can 

be customized by the driver’s preference. Driver can 

also choose to set the favorite within the rate of 

change in auto mode, seven stages, providing a freely 

setting. Custom Auto Mode, memory can be used for 

two modes.

ECO MODE （6Mode） SPORTS MODE (5Mode）

Output curves slower than genuine and fuel sensitive 

setting. 6 mode eco-drive can be chosen.

Aiming to smoother acceleration from genuine, Five 

mode allows granular control. 

Regardless of the mode sets only option 
can be raised to a maximum rate. Scramble 
time can optionally be set up to 30 seconds 
to 150 seconds by 30 seconds. The switch 
will blink when scrambled with count.

Scramble switch is optional. 

Option Mode

SCRAMBLE MODE （Optional）



 

 

 

●For Only HYBRID CAR Model 

New eco-drive mode is tuned from previous auto 

mode. Eco-mode based on the variable rate to fit 

driving conditions automatically. Two mode can be 

chosen with different characteristics.

New Mode

New sport driving mode is turned from previous auto 

mode Based Sport mode based on the variable rate 

to fit driving condition automatically. Five mode can 

be chosen with different characteristics.

ECO AUTO MODE （2Mode） SPORTS AUTO MODE (5Mode）

HIGH SPORTS HYBRID MODE （3Mode） CUSTOM  AUTO MODE (2Mode）

Standard Mode

Focused rapid response mode aiming more than sport 

mode throttle response of Hybrid vehicle. Rather slow 

response like genuine, linear acceleration inputs to 

provide.

Ratio changes automatically according to driving 

conditions “Auto mode” to become the new mode can 

be customized by the driver’s preference. Driver can 

also choose to set the favorite within the rate of 

change in auto mode, seven stages, providing a freely 

setting. Custom Auto Mode, memory can be used for 

two modes.

ECO HYBRID MODE （6Mode） SPORTS HYBRID MODE (5Mode）

Output curves slower than genuine and fuel sensitive 

setting for Hybrid. 6 mode eco-drive can be chosen.

Aiming to smoother acceleration from genuine, Five 

mode allows granular control for Hybrid.

Option Mode

SCRAMBLE MODE （Optional） Regardless of the mode sets only option can 
be raised to a maximum rate. Scramble time 
can optionally be set up to 30 seconds to 
150 seconds by 30 seconds. The switch will 
blink when scrambled with count.

Scramble switch is optional. 

 


